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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to consider the behaviour of
workers from the viewpoint of territory. We hypothesized that “objects
on the desk show territory” from our past research. First, we developed the PWAS. This system creates a territory analytical figure from
interval photography pictures. And then, experiments were carried out
to consider the behaviour of workers in three different conditions. We
especially focused on personal workspace, one of territory, because it
is very important in considering the behaviour of workers. From this
research, we obtained several suggestions regarding the determinant
of personal workspace in the office and the influence which physical
environment has on personal workspace. From the above, this research
shows that territory is very important to understand the behaviour of
workers. In addition, it is meaningful that the appraisal techniques
using the PWAS obtains these result to some extent.
Keywords. Office; territory; personal workspace; analysis system;
behaviour monitoring.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we argue that it is necessary to account for human behaviour and
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to reflect such data into design. This paper proposes to introduce computer
monitoring and analysis of behaviour for this purpose. We specifically consider the behaviour of workers from the viewpoint of territory and examine
personal space which is considered to have a major impact on workers’
behaviour. Territory is an important factor in understanding the behaviour of
workers that has however not received much attention in the field of office
research as yet. The two reasons for this are as follows; 1) It is difficult to quantify related data, 2) territory is often seen as having no influence on behaviour.
Furthermore, importance of territory has increased in non-territorial offices
that are becoming more common. This is because in non-territorial offices1, a
major factor in determining workers’ comfort in the office is whether they can
adjust their personal space appropriately or not. Based on a previous study,
we hypothesize that objects on the desk show territory. First, we develop
the PWAS (personal workspace analysis system). And then, experiments are
carried out to consider the behaviour of workers in three different conditions.
We especially focused on personal workspace, one of territory, because personal workspace is very important in considering the behaviour of workers.
1.1. Previous research

There have been many studies of image processing, including (Iso, 2007), but
the means for analyzing territory of the desk in the office has not been made
clear. One of the previous studies that analyzed the monitoring of behaviour
with image processing is (Konno, 2007). Konno showed that one of the problems in image processing is with the depth judgment and graphic mode of the
camera. Monitoring behaviour in the office by image processing is difficult.
Therefore, in this study we fixed the camera on to the top of our developed
desk system and analyzed territory on the desk in the vertical position. In addition, by applying previous research we found a new analytical method that
specializes in analysis of territory on the desk.
2. Establishing of the experimental environment
This paper was guided by the following four points (Table 1), and the experimental environment was constructed accordingly to observe the personal
workspace.
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Table 1. Guideline and contents for the establishment of the experimental environment.

2.1. Development of the PWAS (personal workspace analysis
system)

In order to understand personal workspace dynamics, we developed the
PWAS as shown in Figure 1. The PWAS allows for 1) monitoring of the
physical layout of the overall personal workspace, 2) observing the behaviour
of workers in the office more efficiently, that is the PWAS obtains reproducible results in as little time as possible.

Figure 1. Summary of the PWAS.

The PWAS system creates an analytical figure of territory from interval photography in the following process illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Process of creating the territory analytical figure.

• 1: Calculating an absolute difference between Picture A and Picture B.
• 2: Creating a black and white mask image by extracting differences between
Picture A and Picture B.
• 3: Converting the above mask image into the partial-array; different pixels are
1, same pixels are 0.
• 4: Repeating 1 2 3 process for all interval photography pictures. And this
system creates the total-array that composes all partial-arrays.
• 5: Generating the territory analytical figure, like a thermograph, from the
total-array.
2.2. Three types of territory analytical figures
Table 2. Explanation of territory analytical figures.
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This system compares each interval photography picture with an initial image
and a previous image to observe the personal workspace from various viewpoints, creating three kinds of territory analytical figures as shown in Table 2.
2.3. Development of a single-lumen desk system

We developed a “single-lumen desk system” (Figure 3) that is shared by four
people, as the experimental environment to observe personal workspace. In
developing system we aimed to clearly observe territorial behaviour from a
desk system in which workers share desk surfaces and establish an experimental environment that reflects the typical office environments.

Figure 3. Three-sided drawing of a single-lumen desk system.

3. Experiment
We did three types of personal workspace observation experiment using this
system (Table 3); Type A: no partition and individual dedicated seats, Type B:
with partition and individual dedicated seats, Type C: no partition and freeaddress seats. Each experiment was carried out for 6 hours (2h*3). We photographed every one-minute and got 1080 pictures in the 18 hours from all
experiments.
Examinees were four members 2 of our laboratory who worked on some
practical projects and research. Territory analytical figures were created from
the picture group of each experiment (2h., 120 pictures). We analyzed these
from the viewpoint of the position of objects and the position of workers.
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Table 3. Summary of the applied experiment.

3.1. Analysis and Considerations

We analyzed the territory analytical figures obtained in the experiment by
visual judgment, with special regard to:
• The position of objects (Table 2: Object’s territory analytical figure)
• The position of workers (Table 2: Worker’s territory analytical figure)

3.1.1. The position of objects
Type A: We observed characteristic areas indicated by the dotted line in figure
4. These are typical areas which are hardly used between workers of the next
seat. We presume that these areas form buffer zones that adjust the balance of
privacy and communication.

Figure 4. Object’s territory analytical figure group that was provided from the Type A
experiment.
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Type B: We observed the characteristic behaviour of the workers in the areas
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 5. In these areas, workers place objects
beside the partition. This behaviour shows that physical environment is
modified through workers personalising their territory.

Figure 5. Object’s territory analytical figure group that was provided from the Type B
experiment.

Type C: We observed the characteristic behaviour that was not seen in the
individual dedicated seat experiments of this experiment (figure 6). As for the
individual dedicated seats, the static territory and the dynamic territory are
divided clearly, but the position of the objects on the desk with free-address
seats always changed.

Figure 6. Object’s territory analytical figure group that was provided from the Type C
experiment.

3.1.2. The position of workers
The position of the workers is not so different between Type A and B. But
comparing the individual dedicated seats (figure 7) with free-address seats
(figure 8), workers frequently changed their position with free-address seats.
This is because workers used laptop PCs with free-address seats (Type C).
This suggests that the form of the PC influences the position of workers.
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Figure 7. Worker’s territory analytical figure group that was provided from the individual
dedicated seats experiments.

Figure 8. Worker’s territory analytical figure group that was provided from the free-address
seats experiments.

3.2. Experiment summary

The following summarizes findings from the three experiments in this study:
• The boundary of each other’s workspace is not clear (Type A). Workers tend to
establish buffer zones near personal workspace boundaries.
• The boundary of each other’s occupied space is clear (Type B). The workers
tend to form their territory based on its borders.
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• Comparing Type C with Type A and Type B, Type C sees dynamic expansion.
• Comparing Type C with Type A and Type B, Type C has greatly changed the
worker’s position.

From these findings, the layout of personal workspace in offices was confirmed to have a considerable impact on the use of physical environment. At
the same time, institutional differences, such as individual dedicated seats
or free-address seats, seem to affect personal workspace in the office. In
particular, the results of Type C suggest that workers try to adjust their environment by constantly changing their territory.
4. Future works
Future work will address the following three points: 1) Expanding the scope
of observation, 2) Studying psychological factors, 3) Further developing functionality of the PWAS. Future prospects include converting new knowledge
about the personal workers' territory in the office into designing. If the PWAS
allows for more efficient observations, observational surveys of office spaces
over long periods become possible.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we observed the environment of the office desk from the perspective of territory. The major theme was to clarify the impact of territory on
the behavioural characteristics of workers. From previous research on territory and our past research, we concluded that 1) Individual territory has been
overlooked in the office, and 2) Individual territorial behaviour will become a
relevant factor in office layout in the future. From this research, we obtained
several suggestions regarding the determinative factor of personal workspace
in the office and the influence which the physical environment gives to personal workspace. Two findings are shown below.
• How to divide the territory of workers that has a great influence on personal
workspace.
• When free-address seats and individual dedicated seats are compared, the territory of free-address seats is more dynamic and expandable.

From the above points, this research shows that territory is very important
to understand the behaviour of workers. In addition, it is meaningful that we
developed the new appraisal technique using the PWAS. In this paper, we
tried quick and simple experiments. The PWAS should be improved and the
system should be repeatedly tested in various cases, utilizing the features of
the system, so that it can analyze vast amounts of data for a long time easily
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and quickly, albeit a rough analysis.
Endnotes
1. The non-territorial office is one of the office forms. Multiple employees share the desk,
equipment and space in the office.
2. The subject information; Type A: Clockwise from top left in picture of Table 3; Male
worker (22), male worker (24), male worker (24), female worker (22), Type B: Same as
above, Type C: Clockwise from top left in picture of Table 3; Male worker (25), female
worker (23), female worker (21), male worker (26)
All are students. They knew they were being observed. They were engaged in individual
research and projects. They did not collaborate with each other at their desks during the
experiments.
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